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Foreword

F

or centuries, the great civilizations of East and West were connected by the Silk Road, a fragile network of shifting
intercontinental trade routes that treaded across Asia’s highest mountains and bleakest deserts. Starting from the
former capital of China, Xī’ān, the route winds its way west passing through several oases, across grassy steppes and
vast deserts, over snowy mountain passes into fabled cities.
Our epic journey will traverse 5 Chinese provinces and autonomous regions, from the ancient imperial capital of
Xi’An, the historical start of the Silk Road, to the famous Tibetan Monastery at Labrang at the edge of the Tibetan
Plateau; then heading northwest to the massive dunes of the Badain Jaran Desert in Inner Mongolia; move west to
the formidable fortress of Jiayuguan in Gansu; cross into Xinjiang, a huge province larger than France/Spain/UK/
Germany combined and home to several colorful ethnic groups such as the Uyghurs, Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Kyrghiz,
Tajiks and Tartars. To complete this epic journey, we will travel by bus, by horse, by trains, by camels and by air.
The journey is a trip of a lifetime that covers the breath of a distance equivalent to an intercontinental traverse.
Highlights of the tour:
1. Ancient imperial capital of Xi’an and its ancient wonders such as the Terracotta Warriors. Watch the Tang Dynasty
Show “A Song of Everlasting Sorrow” at the outdoor stage of the historical Huaqing Palace.
2. The spectacular grottoes with statues of the Buddha carved into the hillsides at Maijishan and Bingling
Temple.
3. The famous Tibetan Monastery of Labrang, which is one of the largest monastic complexes in Tibetan
Buddhism.
4. Visit the Kumbum Monstery, the place where the Gelug Sect of the Dalai Lamas was founded.
5. The Danxia Landforms near Zhangye with its burst of colors.
6. Stay in a Mongolian yurt amongst the giant dunes of the Badain Jaran Desert of the Gobi in Inner Mongolia.
5. See The formidable fortress of Jiayuguan at the western terminus of the Great Wall.
6. Gasp in wonder at the famous Mogao Grottoes at Dunhuang with its ancient Buddhist artwork. Ride in a camel
caravan amongst the giant dunes of the Kum Tagh Desert.
7. Relax in the oasis of Turpan and discover lost cities. Learn about the Uyghur ethnic group and their traditional life
in Tuyok Village.
8. Visit the Xinjiang Provincial Museum with its collection of well preserved ancient mummies from the Takla Makan
Desert.
9. Walk the shores of beautiful Sayram Lake framed by the snowcapped Tian Shan Mountains. On the way to Yining,
drive through the Baiyangou Gorge Aqueduct, a modern engineering marvel set in spectacular scenery.
10. Stay in a Kazakh nomadic camp of Yurts at the Kalajun Grasslands and ride horses.
11. Fly into Kashgar, the cultural capital of the Uyghur people and an important stop on the ancient Silk Road. Visit
the old town and take in the atmosphere of a truly ancient city and its unique Central Asian flavor.
12. Lake Karakul and Tashkurgan, home of the soaring Pamir Mountains and the Tajik people. Visit a nomadic Kyrgyz
yurt camp in Lake Karakul and interact with the Tajik people in their homes in Taskgurgan, deep in the Pamirs
and only a few hours drive to the border of Pakistan.

“Journey of a thousand miles begins
with a single step”
Lao Tzu
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The Silk Road
Itinerary

Day 1 Xi’An (Monday 5th June)
After arrival, we will check into the hotel. There is an optional tour to visit the Old City Wall, Gao’s
Grand Courtyard, Grand Mosque, Muslim Street (depending on the arrival time). We shall drive to the
Huaqing Palace (site of the hisdtorical Tang Dynasty Palace) to watch the spectacle of the “A Song of Everlasting Sorrow” show, a story of the tragic life of Yamg Guifei, the favorite concubine of the Emperor.
Overnight at the Westin Xi’An Hotel or equivalent, next to the historical Big Wild Goose Pagoda.

Once the terminus of the Silk Road and a melting pot of cultures and religions, as well as home to emperors, courtesans, poets, monks, merchants and warriors, the glory days of Xī’ān may have ended in the early 10th century,
but a considerable amount of ancient Cháng’ān, the former city, survives behind the often roaring, modern city.
Xī’ān’s Ming-era city walls remain intact, vendors of all descriptions still crowd the narrow lanes of the warren-like Muslim Quarter, and there are enough places of interest to keep even the most amateur historian riveted.

Bell Tower

A Song of Everlasting Sorrow

Terracotta Warriors

Day 2 Xi’An to Tianshui
Option A Tour

Zhou dynasties (AD 386–581). The rock face rises
in a steep ascent, with the hundreds of grottoes connected by a series of constructed walkways clinging
to the sheer cliff.

Visit to the Terracotta Warriors and the Big Goose
Pagoda in the morning.
Option B Tour
For those who have already visited sights in Option
A, we will arrange to visit the Qian Mausoleum and
Hanyang Mausoleum.
In the late afternoon, we will take the bullet train to
Tianshui (D2663, 18:40-20:25) and overnight there.
Overnight at the Hotel Arboretum.
The Terracotta Army isn’t just Xī’ān’s premier sight,
it’s one of the most famous archaeological finds in
the world. This subterranean life-size army of thousands has silently stood guard over the soul of China’s first unifier for more than two millennia, Emperor Qin Shi Huang.

Qian Mausoleum. It occupies a prominent site on
the summit of Liangshan Hill with some 80 kilometers (50 miles) to the northwest of the Tang capital,
Chang’an (today’s Xi’an). The design of the tomb’s
layout replicates the city of Chang’an and in accordance with tradition on a north-south axis. The
southern approach is set between two smaller hills
and the way to the Emperor’s tomb is lined with
stone animals and human figures. These include
horses, ostriches, winged horses, and a pair of stone
lions. Afterwards, you will visit Han Yang Ling
Mausoleum. It is the burial place of Emperor Jing,
the fourth emperor of Western Han Dynasty.

Day 3 Tianshui to Lanzhou
Today we shall visit the Majishan Grottoes, then
drive to Lanzhou. Upon arrival, visit the Gansu
Provincial Museum if time permitting or we may
visit the Museum next morning). Stay in Crown
Plaza Hotel Lanzhou. The Crown Plaza has rooms
facing the Yellow River. Dinner on self for tonight,

Set among wild, green mountains southeast of
Tianshui, the grottoes of Maijishan hold some of
the most famous Buddhist rock carvings along the
Silk Road. The cliff sides of Maijishan are covered
with 221 caves holding more than 7800 sculptures
carved principally during the Northern Wei and

Maijishan Grottoes
At China’s cartographic bullseye, Lánzhōu marks
the halfway point for overlanders trekking across
the country. Growing up on a strategic stretch of the
Yellow River, and sitting between competing Chinese and Central Asian empires, Gānsù’s elongated
capital city frequently changed hands, reflected today in its mix of ethnic groups and cultures. These
days, Lánzhōu is perhaps most well known for its
favourite food – Lánzhōu beef noodles – and with
several excellent night markets, this is an excellent
place to sample the delights of Chinese Silk Road fare.

Lanzhou Beef Noodles, a local delicacy

Day 4 Lanzhou to Xiahe
After breakfast we will drive 4 hours to visit the
Bingling Temple and then continue our journey to
Xiahe. Overnight at the Tibetan themed Nirvana
Hotel.

With its relative inaccessibility, Binglíng Sì is one
of the few Buddhist grottoes in China to have survived the tumultuous 20th century unscathed.
Which is a good thing, as during a period spanning
1600 years, sculptors dangling from ropes carved
183 niches and sculptures into the porous rock of
steep canyon walls. The cave art can’t compare to
Dunhuang, but the setting, few tourists and the remarkable terraced landscapes you pass getting here

make Binglíng Sì unmissable. Today the cliffs are isolated by the waters of the Liujiaxia Reservoir on the Yellow
River and hemmed in by a ring of dramatic rock citadels. The star is the 27m-high seated statue of Maitreya, the
future Buddha, but some of the smaller, sway-hipped Bodhisattvas and guardians, bearing an obvious Indian
influence, are equally exquisite.

Liujiaxia Reservoir

Bingling Si Grottoes

Day 5 Xiahe to Xining
This morning we will visit the Labrang Monastery of Tibetan Buddhism before driving to Xining, the capital of Qinghai
Province. Overnight at the Sofitel Hotel Xining.

With its succession of squeaking prayer wheels (3km in total), hawks circling overhead and the throb of Tibetan longhorns resonating from the surrounding hills, Labrang is a monastery town unto itself. Many of the chapel halls are illuminated in a yellow glow by yak-butter lamps, their strong-smelling fuel scooped out from voluminous tubs. Even if Tibet is
not on your itinerary, the monastery sufficiently conveys the mystique of its devout persuasions, leaving indelible impressions of a deeply sacred domain. In addition to the chapels, residences, golden-roofed temple halls and living quarters for
the monks, Labrang is also home to six tratsang (monastic colleges or institutes), exploring esoteric Buddhism, theology,
medicine, astrology and law.
Labrang Monastery was founded in 1709 by Ngagong Tsunde, the first-generation Jamyang (a line of reincarnated Rinpoches or living Buddhas ranking third in importance after the Dalai and Panchen lamas), from nearby Gānjiā. The
monastery is one of the six major Tibetan monasteries of the Gelugpa order (Yellow Hat sect of Tibetan Buddhism). The
others are Ganden, Sera and Drepung monasteries near Lhasa; Tashilhunpo Monastery in Shigatse; and Kumbum Monastery near Xīníng in Qinghai. At its peak, Labrang housed nearly 4000 monks.

Labrang is one of the largest monastic complexes on the Tibetan Plateau

Day 6
Xining to
Zhangye

In the morning, we will pay a quick visit to the Kumbum Monastery (or Ta’er Lamasery);
then take the bullet train to Zhangye. Upon arrival, we will do some sightseeing and walking
in Danxia Geopark and take photos of the stunning sunset. Stay at Jinyang International
Hotel in Zhangye.

One of the great monasteries of the Gelugpa (Yellow
Hat) sect of Tibetan Buddhism, Kumbum Monastery
was built in 1577 on hallowed ground – the birthplace of
Tsongkhapa, founder of the sect. It’s of enormous historical significance, and hundreds of monks still live here.
The artwork and architecture, however, are impressive.
Nine temples are open, each with its own characteristics.
The most important is the Grand Hall of Golden Tiles,
where an 11m-high chörten (Tibetan stupa) marks the
spot of Tsongkhapa’s birth. Kumbum is located 27km
from Xīníng.

Smack-dab in the middle of the Héxī Corridor, the
chilled-out city of Zhāngyè has a relaxed atmosphere that
belies its historical status as an outpost connecting Central Asia to the Chinese empire via the Silk Road. Marco
Polo is said to have spent a year here around 1274 – he
provided a detailed description of Zhāngyè (by its historical name, Campichu) in The Travels of Marco Polo.
Zhangye Danxia Geopark, also named as the Rainbow
Mountains in China, is an excellent place for photography.

Day 7 Zhangye to Badain Jaran Desert (Inner Mongolia)
Arriving at Badain Jaran Desert of the Gobi after a 4 hour drive, we will do some desert hiking and climb the Bilutu
Dune, Asia’s highest sand dune and the highest stationary dune in the world. We will get on a local 4WD jeep to explore the desert and stop for pictures along the way (about 2.5 to 3 hours). Stay in a local Mongolian family’s yurt for
the night.

The remote but stunning Badain Jaran Desert is a mysterious 49,000-sq-km landscape of desert lakes, Buddhist temples and towering dunes in Inner Mongolia. The dunes here are among the tallest in the world, some topping 460m
(taller than the Empire State Building). The tallest are static with a solid core and do not move. Home to spring-fed
lakes, the desert actually sprawls across not just Inner Mongolia, but Níngxià and Gānsù provinces too.

Mongolian Yurt Camp

Stunning Beauty of Badain Jaran

Days 8 & 9 Badain Jaran-Jiayuguan-Dunhuang
Day 8 is a long full day drive out of the Badain Jaran Desert to Jiayuguan. Overnight in Jiayuguan Kaitong Hotel.
Day 9 - Today we will visit the Jiyuguan Fort, the Overhanging Great Wall and Wei/Jin Tombs; then drive to Dun
huang. If time permits, visit the Singing Sands Mountain and Crescent Lake and enjoy the breathtaking view of
sunset over the giant dunes of the Kumtagh Desert. Overnight at the excellent Silk Road Hotel.

You approach Jiāyùguān through the forbidding lunar landscape of north Gānsù. It’s a fitting setting, as Jiāyùguān
marks the symbolic end of the Great Wall, the western gateway of China proper and, for imperial Chinese, the
beginning of the back of beyond. One of the defining points of the Silk Road, a Ming dynasty fort was erected
here in 1372 and Jiāyùguān came to be colloquially known as the ‘mouth’ of China, while the narrow Héxī Corri
dor, leading back towards the nèidì (inner lands), was dubbed the ‘throat’.

Jiayuguan Fort is the most impressive military fort in China and marks the western terminus of the Great Wall
The fertile Dūnhuáng oasis has for millennia been a
refuge for weary Silk Road travellers. Most visitors
stayed long enough only to swap a camel; but some
stayed, building the forts, towers and cave temples that
are scattered over the surrounding area. These sites,
along with some dwarfing sand dunes and desertscapes, make Dūnhuáng a magnificent place to visit.

Camel riding at the Singing Sand Dunes of Dunhuang

Buddhist paintings
on cave walls dating
from 7th-9th centuries AD. Mogao
Grottoes, Dunhuang

The star attraction in Dunhuang are the Mogao Grottoes. These grottoes are considered one of the most
important collections of Buddhist art in the world.
At its peak during the Tang dynasty (618–907), the
site housed 18 monasteries, more than 1400 monks
and nuns, and countless artists, translators and calligraphers. A new visitor center built in 2015 further
enhances the visit to the caves.

Day 10 Dunhuang
Visit Yumen Pass and the Yadan Landforms; then drive back to Dunhuang and enjoy a special experience of riding the
camel through the sand dunes into the depths of the desert (about 1.5-2 hours). Dinner on self. Overnight at the Silk
Road Hotel.

The fertile Dūnhuáng oasis has for millennia been a refuge for weary Silk Road travellers. Most visitors stayed long
enough only to swap a camel; but some stayed, building the forts, towers and cave temples that are scattered over the
surrounding area. These sites, along with some dwarfing sand dunes and desertscapes, make Dūnhuáng a magnificent
place to visit. Six kilometres south of Dūnhuáng at Singing Sands Dune, the desert meets the oasis in most spectacular
fashion. From the sheer scale of the dunes, it’s easy to see how Dūnhuáng gained its moniker ‘Shāzhōu’ (Town of Sand).
The view across the undulating desert and green poplar trees below is awesome.
Yumen Pass (Jade Gate Pass) was one of two important passes near Dunhuang in the ancient times where the Silk Road
passed through is situated near an oasis in the middle of Gobi Desert. Situated nearby is a Han Dynasty era Great Wall
ruin that was built about 2,000 years ago. It is very impressive to see the wonder extending from inland China all the way
here. The weird, eroded desert landscape of Yadān National Park is 180km northwest of Dūnhuáng, in the middle of the
Gobi Desert’s awesome nothingness. A former lake bed that eroded in spectacular fashion some 12,000 years ago, the
strange rock formations provided the backdrop to the last scenes of Zhang Yimou’s film Hero.

Yadan Landforms

Singing Sand Dunes

Days 11 & 12 Dunhuang to Turpan (Crossing from the Buddhist to Islamic Realms)
Day 11 - Today we will have a relaxing morning and then visit the Mogao Grottoes. In the afternoon, transfer to Liuyuan Train Station for the high speed train to Turpan. Overnight in Sogdiana Guesthouse.
Day 12 - Today’s itinerary takes us to the ruins of the ancient Silk Road city of Gaochang, the Afghan style Emin
Mosque, a visit to Tuyok Village (typical local Uyghur village), the sizzling flaming mountains and the ancient Bezeklik
Caves which look like the planet Tatooine in Star Wars.Tonight we will enjoy a Uyghur cultural show and overnight at
Sogdiana Guesthouse.

Turpan is China’s Death Valley. At 154m below sea level, it’s the second-lowest depression in the world and the hottest
spot in China. In July and August, temperatures soar above 40°C and even 50°C, forcing the local population to sleep
on their roofs and visiting tourists into a state of semi-torpor. Despite the heat, the ground water and fertile soil of the
Turpan depression has made this a veritable oasis in the desert, evidenced by the nearby centuries-old remains of ancient
cities, imperial garrisons and Buddhist caves. The city itself has a mellow vibe to it, and recovering from a day’s sightseeing over a cold Xīnjiāng beer under the grape vines on a warm summer evening is one of the joys of travelling through
the province.
Tuyok Village

Gaochang Ancient City

Turpan’s famous grapes

Day 13 Turpan - Urumqi - Kuitun
Drive from Turpan to Kuitun via Urumqi. Visit the Xinjiang Provincial Museum along the way. Stop at Kuitun Grand
Canyon if time available. Overnight at Kuitun Hofon International Hotel or similar.

Xīnjiāng’s massive provincial museum is a must for Silk
Road aficionados. The highlight is the locally famous ‘Loulan
Beauty’, the first of half a dozen 3800-year-old desert-mummified bodies of Xīnjiāng’s erstwhile Indo-European inhabitants. Other exhibits include some amazing silks, decorative
arts, pottery and sculpture, a collection of white jade and
an introduction to the traditions of each of the province’s
minorities.

Day 14 Kuitun to Lake Sayram
Drive from Kuitun to Lake Sayram and take the shuttle bus
following the north shoreline of the Lake. Get off the bus at
some beautiful viewpoints for short walks and to experience
this “the Atlantic Ocean’s last teardrop”. After that, we will
drive for about 20min and head to the Villa accomodation in
Guozigou and check in for the overnight stay.

Sayram Lake, renowned as a pearl of the Silk Road, is the
largest alpine lake in Xinjiang and 120km north of Yīníng
and 90km west of Bólè, is an excellent spot to get a taste of
the Tiān Shān range (Tengri Tagh in Kazakh). The lake is
especially colourful during June and July, when the alpine
flowers are in full bloom. In the height of summer, there are
Kazakh yurts scattered around the lake. The lake is fed from
the last drops of moisture blowing in from the distant Atlantic in the West.

Impressive Guojigou Bridge near Sayram Lake

One of the highest cable stayed bridges in the world,
the Guozigou may also be the most remote large
sized cable stayed span in the world. Located in China’s largest and most northwesterly province of Xinjiang, the 4-lane structure consists of two extremely tall H-frame ladder towers 707 feet (215.5 mtrs)
and 687 feet (209.5 mtrs). The crossing is the largest
structure on the remote G30 Lianhuo Expressway.
Also impressive is the Guozigou Approach Bridge
that is located just north of the Guozigou Bridge and
begins the giant spiral descent into the river valley.
These two giant viaducts mark the beginning of an
amazing and rare feat of highway engineering that
includes a spiral loop and tunnel that winds the G30
Lianhuo Expressway around and back underneath
itself. In a stretch of just 40 kilometers the G30 expressway drops a total of 1200 meters in elevation
from the Sayram Lake area at 2000 meters to Lucaogouzhen city at 800 meters. A rest stop visitors center
and overlook is located between the two Guozigou
bridges.

..some hiking and enjoy the vertical belt structure of the
mountain vegetation. If you like horse riding, don’t miss
the opportunity to do some horse-riding for at least 1-2
hours to reach the viewing platform, it is an amazing experience (at own cost).

Lake Sayram

Day 15 Kalajun Grasslands
After breakfast, we will drive for about 3.5 hours to Tekesi County and then another 40 minutes to Kalajun Grasslands. Upon arrival on the Grassland, we will take the shuttle
bus going through West Kalajun Grassland to East Kalajun
Grassland. Depending on the time, we will stop at beautiful
places (e.g wild flower-capped viewing platform) and to do

After our Grassland tour, we will take the cable car to
the Kuokesu Grand Canyon Scenic Zone for our lovely
Kazakh Yurt Stay at the Canyon.

Located in Northwest Xinjiang, the Kalajun Grassland
lies deep in the midst of the Tianshan Mountains. Forests, grassland, snow-capped mountains, glaciers, canyons, rivers, lakes, all come together here, as if in a painting. The scenic spot lies under blue skies; with slowly
moving white clouds passing over snow-capped peaks,
white yurts of herders, flocks of sheep and goats moving
in green pastures, dark green primeval forests and deep
canyons.

Kalajun Grassland - Roamed by Kazakh Nomads and Framed by the Tian Shan Mountains

The green Kalajun Grasslands
framed by the Tian Shan Mountains in the Background

Day 16 Kalajun Grassland to Kashgar
The early morning is free time for walking around the beautiful scenic zone. You could either follow one of our guides for
a lovely hike or have a horse riding tour between the body-shaped prairie and the Kuokesu Grand Canyon and get a spectacular view of Grand Canyon (optional with extra cost). After these activities, we will check out of the Yurts and take a
boat across the Kalajun Lake to the Grassland entrance. Drive to Yining airport for the afternoon flight to Kashgar. Arrive
at Kashgar in the late afternoon and dinner at Altun Orda Restaurant, an upscale restaurant serving Uyghur specialties.
Overnight at the Radisson Blu Hotel.
Lake Karakul is an extraordinarily beautiful lake which sits below the soaring
snowcapped peak of Mt Muztagh Ata
(7509m) and has a couple of small Kyrgyz
yurt settlements along its western shore.
Visible from the lake is Mt Kongur Tagh
(7,649m), which is the highest peak in the
Pamirs and highest peak wholly within
Xinjiang (K2 is the highest peak in Xinjiang but is shared with Pakistan). Lake
Karakul means “Black Lake” and Muztagh
Ata means “Father of all Ice Mountains” in
Turkic. The lake is four hours drive from
Kashgar. The roadtrip to Tashkurgan is

the hightlight of the visit to Lake.

Day 17 - Kashgar Tour
It is a full day tour of Kashgar today. First stop is the old quarter of Kashgar and the Id-Kah Mosque. Our next
stops are the Abakh Hoja Mausoleum, the famous Sunday Bazaar and livestock market. Celebratory Dinner at
an Uyghur House). Overnight at the Radisson Blu Hotel.

Locked away in the westernmost corner of China, closer to Tehran and Damascus than to Běijīng, Kashgar has
been the epicentre of regional trade and cultural exchange for more than two millennia and a very important
stop on the Silk Road.Despite modern times, the spirit of Kashgar lives on in its old quarter, where Uyghur
craftsmen and artisans still hammer and chisel away as they have done for centuries, traders haggle over deals
in the boisterous bazaars and donkey carts still trundle their way through the narrow alleyways. Do not miss
the city’s Sunday livestock market, which remains a fascinating sight, no matter how many tour buses roll up.
The yellow-tiled Id Kah Mosque, the most famous mosque in China, which dates from 1442, is the spiritual
and physical heart of the city. Enormous (it’s the largest mosque in Xīnjiāng), its courtyard and gardens can
hold 20,000 people during the annual Qurban Baiyram. Also known as Eid, celebrations fall in June for the
next few years. Non-Muslims may enter, but not during prayer time.

Day 19 Tashkurgan to Kashgar

Stone Fort at Tashkurgan

This morning, on the outskirts of town is Tashkurgan Fort, the 1400-year-old stone (tash) fortifications
(kurgan) of which give the town its name. The ruins
are one of the filming locations for the movie The Kite
Runner. The boggy valley below is dotted with Tajik
yurts in summer and offers some spectacular views
back towards the fort from a touristy boardwalk that
rises above the waterlogged valley floor. Tashkurgan
Fort’s history dates back to the ancient Silk Road
times. Guarding the passage between Afghanistan
and Tibet, it’s incredibly picturesque and has an almost haunted feeling to it. This is the first of the major
forts on the Karakoram Highway.
Aftre the visit to the Stone Fortress, we will drive to
Kashgar and if time permits, we will visit the Shipton
Arch , whichis the highest natural arch in the world.
Overnight at the Radisson Blu Hotel in Kashgar.

Tajik Family at Tashkurgan

Shipton’s Arch is an extraordinary natural rock arch
(Uyghur name means simply ‘mountain with a hole
in it’) and is one of the tallest on earth. The first Westerner to describe it was Eric Shipton, the last British
consul-general in Kashgar, during his visit to the region in 1947. The Arch was not rediscovered till 2000
and is located 80km northwest of Kashgar.

Day 18 Kashgar to Tashkurgan via Lake Karakul
Today’s journey begins with a one-hour drive through
Kashgar to Upal, a small Uyghur settlement where most
vehicles stop to pick up some freshly made UIghur bread.
Two hours from Kashgar, you enter the canyon of the Ghez
River (Ghez Darya in Uyghur), with its dramatic claret-red
sandstone walls. At the top of the canyon, 3½ hours above
the plain, you pop out into a huge wet plateau ringed with
mountains of sand, part of the Sarikol Pamir, and aptly
called Kumtagh (Sand Mountain) by locals. Soon Kongur
Mountain (7719m) rises up on the left side of the road, followed by heavily glaciered Muztagh Ata (7546m). The main
stopping point for views is Karakul Lake, a glittering mirror
of glacial peaks 194km from Kashgar. From here we will
visit a Kygyz nomad family in their yurt.
After Lake Karakul, the journey climbs to a pass offering
fine views, then meanders through high mountain pastures
dotted with grazing camels and yaks, before passing the
turn-off to the Qolma Pass), which leads into neighbouring Tajikistan. The final major town on the Chinese side
is Tashkurgan at 3600m, where we will overnight at the
Crown Inn. You could easily kill a couple of hours wandering the streets and visiting the small museum at the Folk
Culture Centre at the central crossroads (marked by the eagle statue). A cultural show will be organised with the local
Tajik inhabitants where you can interact with them.

The route on the Karakoram Highway from
Kashgar to the Khunjerab Pass takes you close
to the borders of Tajikistan, Afghanistan and
Pakistan.

Kashgar

Kashgar Sunday Market
Abakh Khoja
Kashgar Old City

Id Kah Mosque

Day 20 End of Tour (Wednesday 24 June)
End of tour after breakfast. Participants will leave Kashgar at their own convenience.

People of the Silk Road
China is a multi-ethnic country with 56 recognised ethnic groups. On our Silk Road itinerary, we will be
interacting with the following ethnic groups: Han Chinese, Hui Muslims, Tibetans, Mongolians, Uyghurs,
Kyrgyz and Tajik people.

Han Chinese
The Han Chinese are the dominant ethnic group and nation native to China.
They constitute the world’s largest ethnic
group, making up about 18% of the global
population. The estimated 1.3 billion Han
Chinese people are mostly concentrated in
mainland China although they are also the
majority in Singapore. On the Silk Road,
Han Chinese are the majority in the Provinces of Shanxi (where Xi’An is) and Gansu Province (jiayuguan, Lanzhou, Dunhuang, Tianshui).

Hui
The Hui people are an East Asian ethnoreligious group predominantly composed of
ethnically Sinitic adherents of the Muslim
faith found throughout China, mainly in
the northwestern provinces of the country
and the Zhongyuan region. According to
the 2011 census, China is home to approximately 10.5 million Hui people, the majority of whom are Chinese-speaking practitioners of Islam, though some may practise
other religions. The 110,000 Dungan people of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are also
considered part of the Hui ethnicity. The
Huis reside in Xi’An, Lanzhou and Xining.
There are over 10 million Hui in China.

Tibetan
The Tibetan people are an ethnic group native to
Tibet. Their current population in the Tibetan
areas of China is estimated to be around 6 million. Most Tibetans practice Tibetan Buddhism,
although some observe the indigenous Bon religion and there is a small Muslim minority. Tibetans are found in Xiahe and at the areas around
Xining in the Silk Road itinerary. Tibetans are
divided into 3 major subgroups, the U Tsang in
Tibet Proper, Amdo in Qinghai Province and at
Xiahe in Gansu, and the Khampa of Sichuan.Tibetans inhabit the Tibetan Autonomous Region
and the provinces of Sichuan, Qinghai and Gansu
and Yunnan.

Uyghur
The Uyghurs are a Turkic ethnic group originating from
and culturally affiliated with the general region of Central
and East Asia. The Uyghurs have been recognized as native to only one region, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region of China. The Uyghurs have traditionally inhabited a series of oases scattered across the Taklamakan Desert comprising the Tarim Basin, a territory which has historically been controlled by many civilizations including
China, the Mongols, the Tibetans and the Turkic world.
The Uyghurs are mostly Sunni Muslims and Islam plays
an important role in Uyghur culture and identity. There
are 10 million Uyghurs living in Xinjiang

Mongol
The Mongols are a Mongolic ethnic group native to Mongolia and to China’s Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. They also live as
minorities in other regions of China (e.g. Xinjiang), as well as in Russia. There are around
6 million ethnic Mongols living in China with
most living in Inner Mongolia. The Mongols
are bound together by a common heritage and
ethnic identity. In Badain Jaran, we will be
staying in Mongolian yurts. Mongols in China
engage in animal husbandry and some live in
cities like Hohhot. Most Mongols practice Tibetan Buddhism or Shamanism

Kazakhs
Kazakhs are a Turkic ethnic group numbering around 1.5 million in Xinjiang, the
largest community outside Kazakhstan. In
China there is one Kazakh autonomous
prefecture, the Ili Kazakh Autonomous
Prefecture, and three Kazakh autonomous
counties in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Traditional Kazakhs live in
yurts and adhere to Sunni Islam. They can
be also be found on the slopes of the Tian
Shan Mountains outside the provincial
capital of Urumqi. They are found at Lake
Sayram and the Kalajun Grasslands.

Kyrgyz
The Kyrgyz people (also spelled Kirghiz) are
a Turkic ethnic group native to Central Asia,
primarily Kyrgyzstan but number around
200,000 in China, many coming into China
in 1916 due to Russian oppression. The Kyrgyz in China follw a nomadic lifestyle and
live in yurts. Thay can be mainly be found
in the Kizilsu Kirgyz Autonomous Prefecture in the southwestern part of the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. The Kyrgyz
can also be found in the Lake Karakul area.

Tajiks
Chinese Tajiks or Mountain Tajiks in China,
are an extension of the Pamiri ethnic group
that lives in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in China. The population of
Tajiks in China numbers 50,000. They are located in China’s western Xinjiang region with
60% living in Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous
County. Despite the name “Tajik” that is used
to refer to them, the Tajiks of China do not
speak the Tajik language but the Sarikoli language which is also closely related to Persian.
The Tajiks are an Indo-European people who
practice the Ismaeli sect of Shia Islam.

“Travel brings power and love back into your life.”
“When you are everywhere, you are nowhere. When you are somewhere, you are
everywhere.”
“When you’re traveling, ask the traveler for advice / not someone whose lameness keeps him in one
place.”
Quotes by Rumi, famous Persian Poet from Central Asia

Registration Details

Deposit and Payments:

Package Cost: 3,190 USD

A deposit of 2,000 USD per participant is required for
confirmation and a final payment of 1,190 USD must
be paid by the 05th of April 2020. There shall be forfeiture of deposit should a cancellation occur. Should
a replacement participant be found, full amount shall
be refunded sans a service charge of 150 USD, which
shall be levied.

Dates: 05-24 June 2020
Maximum Capacity: 28 Participants
Package includes:
1. 19 nights twin share accommodation at hotels stated
in programme or equivalent.
2. Full board except when lunch or dinner time occurs
during a train ride or flight, or meals specifically stated as not included for the day.
3. Tours as specified in the itinerary including English
speaking guides. Ground transportation during tours
in air-conditioned coaches and trains as specified in
the itinerary.
4. Entrance fees to sights as specified in the Programme.
5. Transfers as indicated in the Programme including 1
flight (Yining - Kashgar) .
6. WACA fee of 20 USD.
7. Gratuity for guides and drivers.
Package does not include:
1. Expenses of a personal nature such as drinks/meals
(unless specified as per the program), laundry and
telephone calls, internet etc.
2. Travel & Personal Insurance.
3. Visas. Please check with the local or the nearest
Chinese diplomatic mission for the most updated
visa requirement details.
4. Travel to the location of the start of the tour and
travel from the location of the end of the tour.
5. Single Supplement of US$ 825.
6. Other miscellaneous charges.
Note: An additional supplement of US$120 will be
levied if less than 25 participants. The tour will need a
minimum of 20 participants to proceed.

Registration is on a first come first serve basis.
For interested parties, please register with Mr. Keith
Miller at WACA headquarters at millerk@iata.org. For
additional information about the tour, please contact
any member of the WACA Council at waca.travel@
gmail.com
All money orders/draft in US Dollars must be payable
to the “World Airlines Clubs Association” and along
with the filled-in Registration Form, to be mailed to:
Mr. Keith Miller at WACA Headquarters, c/o IATA,
800 Place Victoria, P.O. Box 113, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H4Z 1M1.
The Registration forms can also be sent to WACA via
email.
You can also transfer the payment via wire transfer
to WACA’s bank account. Transfer charges are to be
borne by participants and WACA reserves the right
to collect from the participant the shortfall due to service charges etc. Please note WACA’s Bank of Montreal
account does levy a charge of 14 US dollars for every
transaction and this shall be borne by the participant
as well. For PayPal payments, this payment option is
no longer offered due to the potentially high service
charges that might be incurred.
WACA’s bank account info as follows for bank wire
transfers:
Bank Address:
Bank of Montreal, 2005 Peel Street, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada H3A 1T7
Account name: World Airlines Clubs Association
Account number: 4600-790
Transit number: 01581-001
Swift code: bofmcam2
Note:
Bank processing charges may vary from country to
country and WACA will only recover the outstanding
amount as indicated in the actual transaction records.

Registration Deadline: 18 Febuary 2020.

